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Kiyumi

DESIGN TOMOYA TABUCHI

ARRMET HOUSE FABRICS, ITALY

Kiyumi is a Japanese word meaning “arch” while Yumi, an instrument constructed from

wooden sheets and used in archery, has very ancient origins and a rich tradition that have

made it a symbol of Japanese culture. The inspiration behind the Kiyumi seating

collection is evident in its sinuous design, recurring shape of a bow and gently curved seat

and backrest.

Sleek and graceful, Kiyumi conceals a complex construction design that makes the screws

connecting the back and frame invisible, for an impeccably clean line. The Kiyumi

collection includes chairs, armchairs and stools, available in Ash veneered plywood or

upholstered in fabric or leather. Versatile, light and stackable, the Kiyumi seating range fits

into many contexts, from the home to contract environments such as bars and

restaurants, where its elegance and outstanding construction shine.

PRICING

$1460 — $1460 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

6 Year Structural

https://ownworld.com.au/brands/obika-leather
mailto:sales@ownworld.com.au?subject=Volume%20Pricing
https://ownworld.com.au
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DIMENSIONS

Kiyumi 1062 (Bar)

W 560 D 530 H 1090 | SH 760 AH 950 (mm)

Kiyumi 1062 (Counter)

W 560 D 530 H 990 | SH 660 AH 850 (mm)

MATERIALS

Seat and Backrest: Multilayered plywood, finished to timber veneer, to selected finish

Upholstery: Seat and back covered with high density, high resilience CMHR polyurethane FR foam, seat only or fully upholstered, to selected finish

Frame: Tubular steel, to selected finish

Glides: Plastic standard glides

COLLECTION

Kiyumi

STOOL

ARRMET

Kiyumi

CHAIR

ARRMET

Kiyumi

ARMCHAIR

ARRMET

https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-kiyumi-stool
https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-kiyumi-stool
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/seating/stool/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/arrmet/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-kiyumi-chair
https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-kiyumi-chair
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/seating/chair/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/arrmet/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-kiyumi-armchair
https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-kiyumi-armchair
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/seating/armchair/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/arrmet/
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